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The decay dynamics of 197Tl* compound nucleus has been studied within the framework of the 
dynamical cluster-decay model (DCM) at above barrier energy Ec.m. ≈ 100 MeV using quadrupole 
deformed configuration of decay fragments. The influence of various nuclear radius parameters on the 
decay path and mass distributions has been investigated by analysing the fragmentation potential and 
preformation probability. It is observed that 197Tl* nucleus exhibits the triple-humped mass distribution, 
independent of nuclear radius choice. The most preferred fission fragments of both fission modes 
(symmetric and asymmetric) are identified, which lie in the neighborhood of spherical and deformed 
magic shell closures. Moreover, the modification in the barrier characteristics, such as interaction 
barrier and interaction radius, is observed with the variation in the radius parameter of decaying 
fragments and influences the penetrability and fission cross-sections. Finally, the fission cross-sections 
are calculated for considered choices of nuclear radii, and the results are compared with the available 
experimental data.
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1. Introduction
The nuclear reactions provide useful probe to extract the 
much-needed information regarding nuclear dynamics. 
The fusion process in the low-energy region (E<15 MeV/A) 
allows the investigation of the decay of compound nuclei 
(CNs) formed in heavy-ion reactions, besides revealing 
many exciting aspects of nuclear structure and related 
properties. Thus, the compound nucleus (formed in the 
excited state) carries high angular momenta and decays by 
emitting multiple light particles (LPs; n, p, α) and γ rays, 
giving rise to evaporation residue (ERs). Depending upon 
the mass and energy of the compound nucleus, the emission 
of intermediate-mass fragments (IMFs) and fusion-fission 
(FFs) components are also possible.  Many theoretical and 
experimental studies have been carried out to analyze the 
decay of various light and heavy mass compound nuclei 
at energies around the Coulomb barrier [1-3]. Recently, 
the nuclear reaction investigation at energies far above the 
Coulomb barrier has gain momentum due to advancement 
in the experimental techniques [4-6] and has opened 
many interesting questions for exploration at this fermi 
range physics. Therefore, it is interesting to study a nuclear 
reaction dynamic at energy much above the Coulomb 
barrier.
In the present work, the decay dynamics of the 197Tl* 
nucleus formed in 16O + 181Ta reaction at Ec.m.=100.88 MeV 
[1], far above the Coulomb barrier, is carried out by using 
the dynamical cluster-decay model (DCM) [7-10]. The 
calculations are performed by incorporating quadrupole (β2i)
deformations of the decaying fragments and their optimum 
orientations θi
opt( )  in the hot-compact configuration. The 
relative impact of different radius vector choices is studied 
on the compound nucleus decay path by analyzing the 
fragmentation potential. The behaviour of preformation 
probability P0 and scattering potential V(R) is analysed, 
respectively, to examine the mass distributions and barrier 
characteristics by opting for different nuclear radii choices. 
The fusion-fission cross sections σFFs( ) are calculated using 
the neck-length parameter for all considered radius choices 
and compared with the experimental data [4].
The manuscript is organized as follows: the description 
of the theoretical model is presented in Sec. 2, the calculations 
obtained using DCM are discussed in Sec. 3, and summarized 
in Sec. 4.
2. Methodology 
The DCM [7-10] was developed using the well-known 
quantum mechanical fragmentation theory (QMFT) 
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[11, 12], which works in terms of collective coordinates of 
mass asymmetry ηA = −( ) +( )A AA A1 2 1 2/  (where 1 and 
2 stands for heavy and light fragments), relative separation 
R, the multipole deformations β λλi i= =( )2 3 4 1 2, , ; , , and 
orientations θi i =( )1 2, . In present work we have confined 
our calculation to λ= 2.�  In terms of these coordinates, the 
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 is the reduced mass. P0 is the 
fragment’s preformation probability and refers to η  motion 
at fixed R value. P is the barrier penetrability and refers to 
R motion for each η  value. Following Eq. (1), the cross 
sections of FFs processes (i.e., σFF ) are calculated as 
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The preformation probability P0  is obtained by solving the 
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with ν = 0 1 2 3, , , , �  referring to ground state ν =( )0  and 
excited state solutions.
The fragmentation potential ν η, ,R T( )  in the Schrodinger 
equation (Eq.3) is defined as
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where, V V VC P, , and   are, respectively, the T-dependent 
Coulomb, nuclear proximity, and centrifugal potentials for 
deformed and oriented nuclei (for details see Ref. [13]). 
The penetration probability P in Eq. (1) is the Wentzel-
Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) integral,



















with V T V T TKE QR R T Ta b, ,( ) = ( ) = ( ) = ( )eff  for the 
two turning points. The first turning point of the penetration 
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∆R  is the only adjustable parameter of the model, and is 
known as the neck-length parameter. The radius vectors 
R ii =( )1 2,  are obtained as






and R Ti0 ( )  of the equivalent spherical nuclei is given by
 R T R Ti i0 0
21 0 0007( ) = +( ). fm. (8) 
In the present work, different forms of R i0  (whose detailed 
expressions are given in [14-17]) are considered to study 
their effect on the decay path of hot and rotated CN. The 
following expression of different radius vectors are used:
  R A A ii i i0
1 1 3
1
31 28 0 76 0 8 1 2= − + =( )
−
. . . ,/ fm, (9)
 R A A ii i i0
1 3 1 32 1 16 1 39 1 2= − =( )−. . , ,/ / fm  (10)
 R A A ii i i0
3 1 3
1
31 233 0 978 1 2= − =( )
−
. . ,/ fm, (11)
 R A ii i0
4 1 31 20 0 09 1 2= − =( ). . ,/ fm. (12)
3. Calculations and Discussions
DCM calculations are performed using different forms 
of nuclear radii of the decaying fragments at Ec.m.=100.88 
MeV energy, far above the Coulomb barrier, in reference to 
the data reported in [1], to understand the decay of 197Tl* 
compound nucleus formed in 16O + 181Ta reaction. 
First, the fragmentation potential V R Tη, ,( )  at a 
common max  is plotted in Fig. 1 to analyse the decay path 
of CN 197Tl* using four different radii parameters at the best-
fitted neck-length parameter ( ∆R ). It is observed from the 
figure that the structure of fragmentation potential remains 
almost identical for all forms of nuclear radii; however, 
the magnitude of potential is modified significantly. The 
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Eq. (11) of nuclear radius gives the lowest magnitude and 
Eq. (9) shows higher values of fragmentation potential as 
compared to the other forms of nuclear radii. 
Figure 1: Variation of fragmentation potential with fragment mass 
number (A2) using different forms of radius parameters in the decay 
of 197Tl* at Ec.m.=100.88 MeV and their corresponding max .
The fission valleys are also marked in the figure, which 
corresponds to the symmetric (Sym) and asymmetric (Asym) 
fission fragments. It indicates the possibility of multi-modal 
fission of 197Tl* nucleus, i.e., the co-existence of symmetric 
and asymmetric fission modes. The choice of R i0
3  nuclear 
radius provides the more energetically favourable fission 
fragments as compared to other choices. In conclusion, 
the behaviour of fragmentation potential remains almost 
same using different forms of radii, i.e., the emergence of 
ERs, IMFs, and FFs are independent of the choice of radius 
vectors.
After studying the behaviour of fragmentation 
potential, the preformation probability P0 is plotted in 
Figs. 2a-2d for all choices of nuclear radii (see eqs. (9-12)) 
at their respective 
max  for the best-fitted ∆R  of fusion-
fission cross sections. The fragmentation potential serves as 
an input to the calculation of preformation probability P0, 
the minimum of fragmentation potential corresponds to 
the maximum of the preformation probability. It is clearly 
observed from the figure that the 197Tl* compound nucleus 
shows triple humped mass distribution independent of 
nuclear radius choice, that means the preformation profile 
of 197Tl* nucleus suggests the presence of both symmetric 
and asymmetric fission decay modes simultaneously. The 
most probable fragments of symmetric and asymmetric 
fission peaks correspond to 99Nb (Z=41, N=58) + 98Zr 
(Z=40, N=58) and 73Ga (Z=31, N=42) + 124Sn (Z=50, 
N=74) decay channels, respectively. Interestingly, these most 
preferred fission fragments lie in the neighbourhood of 
spherical (Z=50) and deformed (Z=38, N=60) magic shell 
closures. Note that the emergence of these fission fragments 
is independent of nuclear radius choice as marked in Figs. 
2a-2d.
Figure 2: Preformation probability P0 as a function of fission fragment mass (Ai) for four choices of nuclear radii in the decay of 
197Tl* at 
Ec.m.=100.88 MeV and their corresponding max .
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For a comparative analysis, the DCM-calculated 
scattering potential V(R) is shown in Fig. 3 using four 
different forms of nuclear radii of decay fragments 
plotted at their respective angular momentum, max . The 
barrier characteristics such as interaction barrier height 
and barrier radius are significantly modified through the 
different nuclear radii. Consequently, the penetration 
path of decay fragments gets altered, and hence the 
penetration probability P changes accordingly. Note that 
the penetrability P plays a vital role in calculating the 
decay cross sections. The first turning point (Ra) used in 
the penetrability calculation is different for various radii 
of the decay fragments as marked in Fig. 3 and listed in 
Table 1. This different value of Ra leads to different V(Ra); 
therefore, the total kinetic energy (TKE) of the fragments 
also changes with the change in radius. In other words, we 
can say that the choice of different nuclear radii changes 
the barrier characteristics, which further influences the CN 
decay cross sections.  Finally, the fission cross sections are 
calculated within the framework of DCM using all four 
radius parameters as presented in Table 1 along with the 
other parameters such as first turning point Ra and best 
fitted neck-length parameter ∆R.  It is observed that each 
form of nuclear radius parameter is able to address the 
experimental fission cross sections [1].
Figure 3: DCM-calculated scattering potential V(R) for 
197Tl*→99Nb + 98Zr fission channel using different nuclear radii at 
Ec.m. =100.88 MeV and for max .
Table 1: The DCM-calculated fusion-fission cross sections using 
different radii of the decaying fragments at their corresponding 
first turning point and ∆R  values at T=1.89 MeV. Note that the 
HIVAP-calculated FFs cross section at Ec.m=100.88 MeV is 375 mb 
[1].
Radius Ra ∆R max σFFs
DCM sFFs
HIVAP
(fm) (fm) (fm) (h) (mb) (mb)
R Eqi0
1 9.( ) 10.888 1.24 129 393
375
R Eqi0
2 10.( ) 10.221 1.06 128 392
R Eqi0
3 11.( ) 11.263 1.33 121 370
R Eqi0
4 12.( ) 11.178 1.30 126 368
Summary
Summarizing, we have explored the decay dynamics of 197Tl* 
compound nucleus formed in 16O+181Ta reaction at energy 
much higher than Coulomb barrier such as Ec.m.≈100 MeV. 
All the calculations have been done by employing DCM 
with quadrupole (β2) deformed fragments with optimum 
orientations of hot configurations. Four choices of nuclear 
radii of decay fragments are considered to analyze the 
fragmentation potential of 197Tl* compound nucleus. It is 
observed that the magnitude of fragmentation potential is 
significantly modified, however, the structure remains almost 
the same for all forms of radii. The fragmentation potential 
depicts the co-existence of symmetric and asymmetric 
fission modes that is further verified via the triple humped 
mass distribution in preformation probability structure. The 
identified most probable fission fragments show the relevance 
of spherical and deformed magic shell closures. It is observed 
that the choice of different nuclear radius parameters influences 
the barrier characteristics, and hence the penetrability and 
decay cross sections get accordingly modified. The fission 
cross-sections are calculated for different choices of nuclear 
radii, show decent agreement with experimental data.
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